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ABSTRACT The mechanically guided assembly that relies on the compressive buckling of strate-
gically patterned 2D thin films represents a robust route to complex 3D mesostructures in
advanced materials and even functional micro-devices. Based on this approach, formation of
complex 3D configurations with suspended curvy features or hierarchical geometries remains a
challenge. In this paper, we incorporate the prestrained shape memory polymer in the 2D precur-
sor design to enable local rolling deformations after the mechanical assembly through compressive
buckling. A theoretical model captures quantitatively the effect of key design parameters on local
rolling deformations. The combination of precisely controlled global buckling and local rolling
expands substantially the range of accessible 3D configurations. The combined experimental and
theoretical studies over a dozen of examples demonstrate the utility of the proposed strategy in
achieving complex reprogrammable 3D mesostructures.

KEY WORDS Mechanically guided 3D assembly, Reprogrammable 3D mesostructures, Shape
memory polymer, Buckling, Rolling

1. Introduction
Manufacture of complex 3D mesostructures in advanced materials with different feature sizes is an

area of rapidly increasing interest, due to their promising applications in areas of energy storage [1–8],
metamaterial [9–11], biomedical devices [12–16], and electronics [17–26]. Many different approaches,
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for example 3D printing [5, 16, 27–37], controlled folding [14, 38–43], and template growth [44–47],
were developed for the assembly of complex 3D mesostructures. Most of the existing approaches are
constrained by the accessible range of material types or 3D geometries [48, 49]. In particular, it is
very challenging to exploit these approaches to form complex 3D electronic devices consisting of high-
performance materials (e.g., single-crystal semiconductors). Recently, a mechanically guided approach
that relies on the compressive buckling of strategically patterned 2D thin films has been developed
to achieve deterministic assembly of complex 3D mesostructures and functional devices [48, 50–53].
Aside from the applicability to a broad set of materials, this approach also applies over different length
scales, with feature sizes ranging from hundreds of nanometers to tens of centimeters. Despite the
recent progress, the formation of complex 3D configurations with suspended curvy features remains
a challenge based on the mechanically guided assembly. Additionally, significant opportunities also
remain in the development of this assembly approach to achieve reprogrammable 3D mesostructures.

In this manuscript, we incorporate a prestrained shape memory polymer (SMP) layer into the lam-
inated 2D precursor structure, which can be used to achieve a temperature-controlled local actuation,
subsequent to the compressive buckling, thereby reshaping the mechanically assembled 3D mesostruc-
tures. The degree of local actuation, mainly in the form of rolling, can be well controlled by the
level of prestrain in the SMP and the thickness ratio between the actuation layer and the supporting
layer, as illustrated by both the mechanics modeling and the experiments. The combination of global
buckling and local rolling enables the formation of curvy features at desired regions of the assembled
mesostructures, thereby substantially extending the accessible range of 3D configurations. Quantita-
tive agreements between the experimental and computational results suggest the mechanics modeling
as a reliable tool to achieve a diversity of reprogrammable 3D mesostructures, through the strategic
selections of 2D precursor layouts, location of prestrained SMP layer, bonding conditions, and even
heating paths.

2. Fabrication and Modeling of a Laminated SMP for Controlled Rolling
Figure 1a illustrates the fabrication procedure of laminated shape memory polymer that undergoes

rolling deformations upon heating. The fabrication began with printing an SMP layer (Veroblue, a
typical UV cured SMP material) using the PolyJet 3D printing technique (Object 260VS, Stratasys).
Stretching the printed Veroblue layer at a high temperature (> Tg, the glass transition temperature
∼ 63 ◦C), followed by a cooling process while fixing the applied strain, generates a prestrained Verob-
lue layer to serve as the actuation layer. Casting a thin layer of Veroblue solution on the top surface
of another printed supporting layer (also in Veroblue, 60µm in thickness) enables a strong bonding
between the actuation and supporting layers after curing using the ultraviolet (UV) light for a few min-
utes. During the UV curing, pressing the laminated structure with a small pressure (30 kPa) squeezes
the extra solution out, thereby ensuring a relative uniform adhesion layer (30µm in thickness). Heating
the laminated SMP structure above the glass transition temperature triggers the strain release in the
actuation layer, resulting in a uniform rolling deformation, as shown in Fig. 1a.

Figure 1b presents a set of experimental results that illustrate the rolling deformations in laminated
SMP structure formed using the above method. Here, the structure was immersed into hot water (100
◦C) to trigger its rolling deformation that completes very quickly (e.g., within a second). Since all
of the different (actuation, adhesion, and supporting) layers are made of Veroblue in the current
fabrication method, the laminated SMP structure has very robust interfaces, as evidenced by the
rightmost experimental image (Fig. 1b). Here, no delamination was observed as the structure underwent
a very large rolling deformation. In particular, the cured adhesion layer is essentially composed of the
same material as the supporting layer, with both acting as the passive layer during the thermally
activated deformation. As such, the laminated SMP ribbon structure can be modeled as a bilayer
beam (length L) consisting of an actuation layer (thickness ta and prestrain εpre) and a passive layer
(thickness tp and no prestrain), as shown in Fig. 1c. It is then easy to understand that the degree of
rolling deformation depends on the prestrain of the actuation layer, the thickness ratio (ta/tp), and the
thickness-to-length ratio (ta/L). An analytic model is developed to capture the effect of these design
parameters on the actuation deformations, which can explain quantitatively the experimental results
in Fig. 1b.
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Fig. 1. Rolling deformation of a laminated SMP. a Schematic illustration of the fabrication procedure for the laminated
SMP consisting of a prestrained layer. b Optical images and the corresponding FEA results for the rolled SMP strip by
using different levels of prestrain (εpre = 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%), fixed length (10 mm), and thickness of different layers
(60µm, 30µm, and 120µm for the actuation, adhesion, and supporting layers, respectively). c Schematic illustration
of the mechanics model for the bilayer SMP structure. d Results of experiment, FEA, and model predictions on the
rolling angle versus the thickness ratio (ta/tp) for three different prestrains (εpre = 5%, 10%, and 15%). The geometric
parameters are fixed as L/tp = 55.5. Scale bars, 3 mm

According to the Euler beam theory, the bilayer ribbon deforms into an arc shape for a uniformly
prestretched actuation layer. The arc angle (θ) can then be adopted to characterize the degree of rolling
deformation. The static equilibrium requires:

∫
Aactuation

σactuationdA +
∫

Apassive

σpassivedA = 0 (1)
∫

Aactuation

σactuationydA +
∫

Apassive

σpassiveydA = 0 (2)
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Here, σ and A represent the stresses and cross-sectional areas of different layers, and y is the distance
from the neutral mechanical axis of the bilayer beam. For linear elastic constitutive relations, the
stresses (σactuation and σpassive) in the actuation and passive layers are related to the strains (εactuation
and εpassive) by:

σactuation = Eactuation (εactuation − εpre) ; σpassive = Epassiveεpassive (3)

Here, the elastic moduli of the actuation and passive layers (Eactuation and Epassive) are equal to ESMP ,
the elastic modulus of SMP. For relatively small prestrains (e.g., < 15%), it is reasonable to assume
a negligible elongation in the arc length of the neutral mechanical axis, such that the strain in each
layer can be given by:

εactuation = εpre + ky; εpassive = ky (4)

where k is the curvature that can be determined by solving Eqs. (1)–(4), as given by

k =
6εpretatp

(ta + tp)
3 (5)

The arc angle of the rolled ribbon, i.e., the rolling angle (θ), can then be solved as

θ = kL =
6εpre (L/tp) (ta/tp)

(1 + ta/tp)
3 (6)

The analytic solution (Eq. (6)) agrees well with both the experimental and the FEA results for different
prestrains and thickness ratios, as shown in Fig. 1d. Equation 6 also suggests a linear dependence of
the rolling angle on the prestrain (εpre). As the thickness ratio increases, the rolling angle increases
gradually to reach a peak value and then decreases, indicating the existence of an optimal thickness
ratio to maximize the rolling angle. This is due to the competition between two different factors, i.e.,
the driving force of the actuation layer and the distance between the neutral mechanical plane of the
laminated structure and the middle layer of the actuation layer. As the thickness ratio (ta/tp) increases,
the former factor increases for a fixed thickness (tp), while the latter decreases. The validated analytic
model can serve as a reference for the design of reprogrammable 3D mesostructures, as discussed
subsequently. In the FEA, the commercial software (ABAQUS) was used to capture all mechanics
aspects of the global buckling and local rolling process. Four-node shell elements were used for the
laminated 2D precursor, and eight-node solid elements were used for the elastomeric substrate. The
refined meshes ensured computational accuracy. The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are 2 GPa and
0.40 for the SMP at room temperature (22 ◦C), 9.6 MPa and 0.40 for the SMP at a high temperature
(100 ◦C), and 166 kPa and 0.49 for the substrate.

3. Reprogrammable 3D Mesostructures Based on Combined Global Buckling and
Local Rolling

The thermally activated rolling deformations provide a viable route to reprogrammable 3D
mesostructures, when combined with the mechanically guided assembly through compressive buckling.
Based on the fabrication techniques described in Fig. 1, a patterned actuation layer (i.e., prestrained
SMP) can be well laminated with a strategically designed passive layer (Veroblue) to form the 2D
precursor structure. As shown in Fig. 2a, this 2D precursor structure was then transferred onto a
prestretched elastomeric substrate that serves as the assembly platform. Only four anchors of the 2D
precursor were strongly bonded with the prestretched platform, while other areas were simply weak
interfaces. Release of the prestretch in the platform then drives the 2D-to-3D assembly through global
buckling, leading to the formation of a deterministic 3D mesostructure. Upon exposure to a high
temperature, the local rolling following from the shape recovery of the prestrained SMP enables the
assembled 3D mesostructures to reshape into a different geometry.

Figure 2b summarizes four different reprogrammable mesostructures achieved using the above
approach. In the 2D precursor designs, the prestrained SMP layers are integrated with printed passive
layers on the top (dark blue) or bottom (light blue) side before the mechanically guided assembly.
Here, the different types of placement (i.e., top and bottom sides) result in rolling deformations along
different directions. The first three examples in Fig. 2b all experience an upward rolling at the actuation
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Fig. 2. Assembly procedure and various examples of reprogrammable 3D mesostructures. a Results of finite element
analyses (FEA) that illustrate the assembly of reprogrammable 3D mesostructures through compressive buckling, which
can be further reshaped through controlled local rolling. b 2D precursors, FEA predictions, and experimental images for

five reprogrammable 3D mesostructures. The red regions of 2D precursors denote the parts bonded onto the substrate.

The dark blue and light blue represent the areas that incorporate prestrained SMP on the top and bottom sides,

respectively. Scale bars, 10 mm

regions, during the 3D reshaping. By contrast, the fourth example is transformed into a ‘coconut tree’
shape with four branches rolling downwards upon thermal activation. Unlike most of the examples
reported previously [47, 53, 54], the final 3D configurations demonstrated here do not correspond to
any of the buckling modes of the 2D precursors and thereby cannot be achieved directly through the
compressive buckling.
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Fig. 3. Heterogeneous designs to achieve mesostructures whose configurations can be reprogrammed between diverse
3D shapes. a Illustration of a straight ribbon that consists of six narrow segments, either with or without addition
of prestrained SMP layers. b 2D precursors, FEA predictions, and experimental images for the reprogrammable curvy
ribbons formed from precursors with the same layout and different arrangements of actuation layers. c A 3D curvy ribbon

that can be reshaped for multiple times, following a sequential, selective heating of different actuation segments. The

dark blue and light blue represent the areas that incorporate prestrained SMP on the top and bottom sides, respectively.

Scale bars, 10 mm
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Fig. 4. Direct integration of prestrained SMP to reshape the mechanically assembled 3D mesostructures. a A hierarchically
assembled curvy ribbon structure. b A butterfly undergoing a flapping motion upon exposure to a high temperature. c
A wavy ribbon that can be reshaped from a large single wave into three small waves. Scale bars, 10 mm

According to the above discussions, both the location of prestrained SMP layer and the way (up
or bottom) of placement onto the passive layer represent key parameters that affect the reshaping
process of the assembled 3D mesostructure. Figure 3a presents a simple example in a straight ribbon
consisting of six narrow segments either with or without integration with the actuation layers. In the
condition with use of the actuation layer, both the topside and bottom-side placements were considered.
Since many different combinations of the actuation-layer placement (i.e., top, bottom and no) can be
exploited, a variety of final 3D configurations can be accessed, even when the 2D precursors have
the same layout. Figure 3b provides six representative examples in this context, and their actuation-
layer placements are illustrated in the leftmost column. Despite the different 2D precursor designs, the
mechanically assembled 3D mesostructures do not exhibit a very clear difference in their geometries
(see the second and third columns of Fig. 3b). However, upon exposure to a high temperature, the 3D
arc mesostructures were reshaped into a number of distinct wavy configurations (see the two rightmost
columns of Fig. 3b), indicating the powerful capability in 3D reconfiguration. Additionally, multiple
mode switches can be realized when the prestrained SMP layer is heated individually (e.g., using a
heating probe with 2 mm in diameter), as shown in Fig. 3c, where three new 3D configurations appear.
It is noteworthy that although the 2D precursor design of Fig. 3c is exactly the same as the third
example of Fig. 3b, the final 3D configuration is completely different, suggesting that the reshaping
process also depends on the ‘heating path’ (i.e., the thermal loading path). In these experiments,
εpre, ta, and tp are 10%, 60 µm, and 90 µm, respectively.

4. Reprogrammable 3D Mesostructures Based on the Direct Integration of
Prestrained SMP

Since the SMP can store a relatively high level (e.g., ∼ 20%) of prestretch, the prestrained SMP
layer can also reshape the 3D mesostructures through its direct shrinkage, without the need to laminate
with any passive layers. Figure 4 provides three representative designs, as well as the experimental and
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computational results. In the first example (Fig. 4a), a printed ribbon was selectively bonded onto a
prestrained SMP ribbon (dark blue) to serve as the 2D precursor structure. The compressive buckling
leads to the formation of a 3D arc structure. After experiencing a high temperature, the prestrained
SMP ribbon tends to recover to its original shape, inducing shrinkage of this ribbon along the central
axis. Such shrinkage results in a secondary compressive buckling in the top ribbon, thereby forming a
hierarchical 3D ribbon structure (the two rightmost images of Fig. 4a). The biotical motion, such as the
flap of the butterfly’s wings, is also possible through the thermal activation of appropriately designed
2D precursors. Figure 4b presents an example, in which the recovery of two legs (i.e., prestrained SMP,
dark blue) enables the central part of the 3D butterfly to move downwards and its wings to turn
upwards. Figure 4c illustrates a design that reshapes a wavy ribbon from a large single wave into three
small waves. In these experiments, εpre, ta, and tp are 20%, 120 µm, and 150 µm, respectively.

5. Conclusions
In summary, this manuscript presents a strategy to reshape the mechanically assembled 3D

mesostructures, through the use of prestrained SMP layer in the 2D precursor design. An analytic
model, as validated by both experiments and FEA, can capture well the effects of prestrain and
thickness ratio on local rolling deformations. The proposed strategy enables the construction of 3D
mesostructures with suspended curvy features or hierarchical geometries, through coordinated global
buckling and local rolling deformations. Over a dozen of examples demonstrate the capability of the
proposed strategy to achieve a diversity of reprogrammable 3D mesostructures, through the strategic
selections of 2D precursor layouts, location of prestrained SMP layer, bonding conditions, and even
heating paths. Additional opportunities may follow from the use of the proposed strategy in fabricating
functional 3D reprogrammable devices.
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